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into sequences, (2) a course table showing what teachers give 
and what pupils wish to take the various courses, (3) a conflict 
table showing the common members of each pair of courses, 
if their number is not more than a given number, say five, and, 
if more, showing that fact. The first of these tables is a unary 
operation table, the second a dyadic relation table, the third a 
combination of a binary operation table and a dyadic relation 
table. 

The course table is cut into strips showing the class lists, 
which are used to form the conflict table. This table is then 
cut into strips, one for each course, which are then easily as
sembled into groups, so as to have as few conflicts as possible. 
The courses of any one group are placed at the same sequence 
of hours. 

The form in which the schedule first appears is itself a dyadic 
relation table, the left-hand column containing the department 
names, the top row containing the numbers of the sequences, 
and the intersections of rows and columns the course numbers. 

F. N. COLE, 
Secretary. 

A NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT CONDITION FOR 
THE UNIFORM CONVERGENCE OF A CERTAIN 

CLASS OF INFINITE SERIES. 

BY DR. N. J. LENNES. 

(Read before the American Mathematical Society, February 25, 1911.) 

ALL numbers x such that a = x = b constitute the interval 
ab. A function f(x) is said to be continuous on an interval ab 
if (1) it is continuous in the ordinary sense for every value 
of a;, a < x <b, (2) if it has right hand continuity for x = a 
and left hand continuity for x = b. 

THEOREM. If on the interval ab 

n—Q 

Ui(x) (i = 0, • • •, ÛO) andfty) being continuous on the interval 
so 

ab, then in order that ]T) Un{%) shall be uniformly convergent on 
w=0 
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the interval ab it is necessary and sufficient that for any Xi on ab, 
any arbitrary number ô (however small) and any arbitrary integer 
N there is an integer Nf(i, 5, N)* greater than N, which satis
fies the following^ condition: 

On the interval + ö there is a value Xi of x such 
that for every Nf' > N'(i, ô, N) 

W(i, 8, JV) 

2 Un(x't) - f(x'i) 
W 

ZU«(x)-f(x) 

for every value of x on the interval Xi — ô, Xi — 6 which also lies 
on a6.f 

Proof: (1). The condition is necessary. (In the proof N'(i, 
Ô, N) is written N/.) 

00 

By hypothesis ]£ Un(x) is uniformly convergent on ab and 

hence on every subinterval + ö which is contained in 
ab. Two cases are possible: 

(a) Unix) = 0 for every x on #< — ô, Xi + b and for every 
value of n greater than some fixed number Ni. In this case 
the conclusion of the proposition holds for x{ any x on Xi — ô, 
Xi + ö, the two differences 

m' m" 
23 Unify) - ƒ00 and ]£ Unix) - fix) 
w=o n—O 

being zero. 
(b) There is no number N/ such that for every n > N/ 

Un(x) ss 0 for x on Xi — ô, Xi + 8. 
In this case for every N%' there are values of n, nf > N/ and 

values Xi of x on Xi — ô, Xi + ô such that 
* The subscripts i, d, N indicate that N'(i, 8, N) depends on all of these. 
t A special case of this lemma when 

Unix) 

is convergent is given for the sufficient condition by Pringsheim, Mathe
matische Annalen, vol. 44 (1893), p. 82, and by Bôcher, BULLETIN, vol. 
4 (1898), p. 368. The theorem of the present paper, besides stating a 
necessary as well as a sufficient condition, covers a larger class of functions 
than is covered by the theorem of Pringsheim. Thus the uniform con
vergence over a certain interval of an alternating series representing a* 
continuous function follows as a special case provided that for every 
value Xi of x of the interval there is a neighborhood of Xi on which the 
numerical values of the terms decrease after a certain term. 
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\J^Un(Xi) - f(Xi) >2e, 

where e is some positive number. 
00 

The series S Un(%) being uniformly convergent on Xi — 8, 

Xi + ô, there is a value of n, n" such that for all values of n, 
n > n", 

(2) | £ tf»(*) -ƒ(*))<«• 

Since for any value of k, S Un(%) and f(x) are both con-

tinuous functions on Xi — d, Xi + ô there is a definite value of 
x for which 

I £#„(*)-ƒ(*)! 

reaches a maximum on the closed interval Xi — ô, xi + ô. 
Denote this maximum by D(&). Since n" — n' is a finite 
number, there is a value of n, n = iVV, n' = Ni = n" for which 
Z)(fc) reaches the maximum f or the values of k, nf~h^nfr. 

Let x\ be a value of x for which 

j : U»(X) -f(x) 

reaches its maximum. Then by (1) and (2) 

Ni' 

E tt.(*i)-ƒ&)!= 
m» 
EUnto-ftx) 

for every x onxi — ô,Xi + ô and every iV/; > N/, which proves 
the condition necessary. 

(2) The condition is sufficient. Since by hypothesis 

Ê Unix) -f(x), 
oo 

the function ƒ (a?) being defined on ab, it follows that S Un(x) is 

convergent for every value of x on this interval. Hence for 
any preassigned positive number e and any value Xi of x on ab 
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there is an integer Ni such that 
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(3) 
Ni' 

E Un(Xi) - f(Xi) < € 

for every N/ = Ni. 
Ni' 

The function ]£ (Un(x) being continuous in the neighbor-

hood of x = Xi for every value of N/, there is a positive number 
ô', depending on e, #t-, and iV/, such that for | x — Xi | < ô' 

(4) 
m' m' 

< € 

for any preassigned N/ > Ni. 
Since f(x) is continuous for o: = xiy there is a b" such that for 

| x - a< | < b" 

(5) I/O*) -ƒ(*<) I < « • 

Let 5'" be the smaller of bf and b". Then for £ such that 
\x-Xi\ < 8'" we have from (3), (4), (5) 

(6) 
Ni' 

T, Un(x) ~f(x) <3e 

for any arbitrarily assigned N/. 
But by hypothesis, for every Xi and an arbitrary Ni there is 

an Ni such that for any iV/' > N/ and for x on some interval 
Xi — ô"", Xi + 5"" there is an xi such that 

(7) 
Ni' 

T.UniX-)-M) 
Ni" 

T,Un(x)-f(x). 

Let b be the smaller of the two numbers bfff and b"". Since 
(6) holds for any value of x on Xi — b, Xi + b' it holds for a; = x[. 
Hence if the Ni of (7) is chosen as the N/ of (6) it follows 
from (7) that for every Ni" > N/ 

Ni' 

T,Un(x)-f(x) <3e, 

provided j x — x\ \ Ô. That is T Un(x) is uniformly conver-
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gent on the interval x — o, x + o, or on that part of such 
interval which is an ab. In this manner for every point Xi 
on ab we obtain an interval of which Xi is an internal point 
(unless Xi is a or b, in which case Xi is the end point of such 

interval) on which J2 Un(x) is uniformly convergent. 

By the Heine-Borel theorem* there is a finite subset of these 
intervals which completely covers the interval ab. Hence it 

00 

follows by obvious considerations that X) Un(x) is uniformly 

continuous on the interval ab. 
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY, 

February 1, 1911. 

PROJECTIVE GEOMETRY. 

Projective Geometry. By OSWALD VEBLEN and JOHN WESLEY 
YOUNG. Volume I. Ginn and Company, Boston, 1910. 
x + 342 pp. 
IN discussing this book, two facts must be constantly borne 

in mind : the authors knew exactly what they wanted to do, and 
they were entirely competent to do it. Here is no question of 
a slovenly work, compiled with no visible object, differing from 
an honorable line of progenitors only in the smallest details. 
The book is eminently one with a consistent purpose. Agree 
with the authors you may not; but if you do not fully enter 
into their point of view, you will come off second best in the 
argument. 

The authors' main object is to build up projective geom
etry upon a system of independent axioms. Such a task 
is, certainly, not new. The names of Pieri, Vahlen, Schur, 
and others suggest themselves immediately when the question 
of projective assumptions is raised. Nor is there even any 
novelty in writing a students' textbook which starts from the 
ground. We have such a book already in the beautiful treatise 
of Enriques, and, in fact, we may almost say that this is the 

* This theorem maybe statedas follows: If on an interval ab there is a 
set of intervals [<r] such that (1) the points a and b are end points of intervals 
of the set [<r] ; (2) every point of the interval ab lies within at least one 
interval of [<r] ; then there is a finite subset <rlf , . . , <r& of the set [<r] 
which satisfy (1) and (2) of the hypothesis. 


